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Introduction and Motivation

n In ICT-enabled organizations, strategic failure is commonly 
attributed to Business and IT misalignment [1]
¨ Do systems and their supporting systems really belong to separate 

worlds? 

n Two different perspectives of a system [2]
¨ Teleological, concerning its function and behaviour, a black-box
¨ Ontological, about its construction and operation, a white-box

n The question is doing things right vs doing the right things – ideally both

n ICT-related approaches mainly deal with the construction…
n Yet, from the customers viewpoint, the organization does not matter!®

n How to integrate Business and supporting System development?

[1] Ross and Weil, Enterprise Architecture as Strategy: Creating a Foundation for Business Execution. 2006, HBS Press
[2] Dietz, J.L.G., ed. Architecture - Building strategy into design. Academic Service, ed. N.A. Forum. 2008, Sdu Uitgevers. 



n IT Demand Management @ ZON Multimedia
n Portugal’s largest Cable Operator (TV, NET, Voice and Mobile)
n 30 business areas - Heterogeneous problem/opportunity descriptions

n 1200+ new project requests / year + 400 backlog; >1/day/person
n No tool support, “no time” to model… decisions must be made!
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The platforms (BSS) include:
n Custumer Resource Management (CRM)
n Enterprise Application Integration (EAI)
n Billing
n Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP)
n Field-Force
n Portals
n Comissioning
n Mediation
n Provisioning 



The process begins with a Project Request created by a Business Unit, 
including the context, motivation, and requested changes description. After an 
initial validation by the Business Account, it is then object of a meeting between 
Business Account, Functional Analyst and Architect. In this meeting, the 
requested changes are transformed into Functional Units (FUs); a Quickscan is 
produced, consisting of a summary description of the solution (one or more 
scenarios), a match of FUs to technological platforms, and 
assumptions/remarks. The cost to implement each scenario is calculated via a 
high-level effort estimate. The approval process of the project is then made 
using information on the Quickscan form and additional information from the 
Project Request form (such as context, benefits etc.).
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nSpecify Problem – clearly establishing the problem to be addressed and 
collecting additional information about it in order to link individual problem parts 
to purpose and value

nQuickscan + Business Case Approval - analysing the as-is and specifying 
one or more to-be scenarios. Scoping is a challenge, as the solution can 
reduce, enlarge or even dissolve the problem scope without the need of IT 
project. Discussing and justifying solutions in terms of business value

nSpecify Detailed Solution – detailed speficication of functional units and 
validation of quickscan assumptions. Approved by all relevant stakeholders and 
may imply reviewing the Business Case

nPrioritization and Planning - establishing a relative priority over all the active 
projects and planning with the Delivery area vs. capacity

nPost-Implementation Review (PIR) - after the delivery of the project, assist 
in verifying if the proposed value is effectively transferred by using the solution

Introduction and Motivation 
Practical Background – Main activities



Problem Statement

The main problem addressed in this thesis is:

A lot of useful information is either not systematically specified or lost in the process of design 
and development of systems, particularly enterprises

Current Enterprise Engineering approaches lack in concepts and a method to specify 
value-oriented constraints that guide the process of organization development

n Traceability
¨ Where is the dispersed value?
¨ The construction of an organization obscures the system/subsystem relations and their 

motivation

n Value/Function/Construction/Implementation relations are not one-way:
¨ What extra value can be generated by changing the construction?
¨ If restrictions cease to be, contextualized revision of implementation should be performed
¨ Function and, in turn, purpose, could be improved and/or extended, either by improved 

implementation technology, better construction or both
¨ Example: what are the impacts of a physical Library choosing to sell e-Books?



Problem Statement
Library Example

Regarding the Library Membership Management subsystem:

n Is there a customer who wants a membership?
¨ Or is it a strategy to get a fixed amount of income to face, for instance, stocking management?

n Is this still a problem if the organization does not pay for the books and space?
n Is it done for profit?
n As a response to the 

cost of keeping a large 
library?

n Because every library 
also offers it?

n If any of these scenarios 
change, should the 
Library keep that 
subsystem?

n Under what conditions 
should this decision be 
reviewed?



Research Questions

1. How to 1) represent value as a manifestation of purpose, in a structured 
way and 2) trace it through system development deliverables?

2. What concepts are needed to define system and subsystem relations so 
that they can be applied recursively?

5. How to define the rationale of a decision in terms of the application of 
design principles, constructional principles, assumptions and constraints in 
a structured way that is relevant and explicitly include it in the model?

6. How to represent the semantics of a system’s production in a relevant 
way and how do they contribute to the essential definition of a system



Related Work Analysis 
DEMO

n Why DEMO?
¨ Essential Enterprise Modeling, retaining relevance
¨ Distinguishing intention, content and form
¨ Transactional pattern based on communication theory
¨ Formal definitions of competence, authority, responsibility
¨ Method – repeatability and consistency

The “problem”!
How to:
1) Improve problem specification
2) Relate it with the construction



Related Work Analysis 
DEMO - Generic System Development Process

Where do requirements come from?



Related Work Analysis 
Service Science

n Service Science defines service system as a configuration (structure) of 
people, technologies, organization and shared information (composition), 
able to create value to providers, users and other interested entities 
(environment), through service (production) 

n Both model social actors/operand resources
n Foundational Principles act as design 
constraints (e.g. value co-creation) in DEMO
n Service is a market-oriented relation between 
two systems
nHowever, there is no formal ontology!

n How to formally define the notion of service value?

nISPAR model:



Related Work Analysis
e3Value

n Ontological approach for modelling networked value constellations
¨ Directed towards e-commerce

n Analyses creation, exchange and consumption of economically valuable objects
n Provides essential value-mapping from a high-level perspective but, unlike DEMO, it 

lacks a holistic and formal framework for enterprise modeling
n Introduces the concepts of value model deconstruction and reconstruction [6] - 

solution re-evaluation by analysis and (re)composition of atomic components
¨ Still, no structural support for a formal, content-based rationale for decisions
¨ No description on how to (re)use the atomic elements beyond their original demand scope

n Economically independent entities
¨ Can they be modeled as such for overal design flexibility purposes?

[6] Gordijn, J., Value-based requirements Engineering: Exploring innovatie e-commerce ideas. 2002, Vrije Universiteit 
Amsterdam: Amsterdam.



Related Work Analysis
Archimate, Business Modeling and Requirements Engineering

n The business layer of Archimate relates to all three B-I-D layers of 
DEMO, without clear distinction 
¨ Application and technology layers are regarded as implementation and, thus, not 

directly modeled in DEMO
¨ Defines value as a measure of some Business Actor or Business Role 

appreciation of a Business Service
¨ However, the Value concept is subordinate to the Business Service

n Limits exploring the multiplicity of relations between Value and Business 
Service

n The value chain structure, i.e., the relation between value nodes is missing
n Business Modeling approach analyzed, BMC, lacks the construction 

perspective
¨ Uses concepts found/accepted on the business stakeholders UoD
¨ Semi-formal ontology that can be translated with other concepts

n GORE approaches provide structure and traceability but do not model the 
origin of the goals themselves, their why dimension, in a structured way
¨ Representing motivation ≠ Business engineering



Research Goals and Contributions

Goal

The main research goal is to propose a model capable of describing the purpose of 
a system through value-orientation, that is useful for Enterprise Engineering. This model 
aims at providing a value-based perspective of the organization and improving change 
analysis and decision processes.

Contributions (1/2)
n Conceptually integrate the Teleological and Ontological perspectives of a system

n Improve the clarity of system models, structurally representing value, by 
embedding value-semantics in the development process and tracing it to the relevant 
system elements as a structured means of expressing purpose



Research Goals and Contributions

Contributions (2/2)
n Assist in improving problem definition and elicitation by using the concepts of 

value, subsystem value generation and positioning the system in a value-chain

n Improve change evaluation and decision rationale by applying design principles, 
constructional principles, assumptions and constraints in a relevant, structured way 
that is explicitly included in the resulting model

n Define an Innovation process, introducing the notion of Reverse Discovery as the 
conceptually opposite process of the GSDP in terms of direction – from the Object 
System towards Using System

n Provide an ontology implementation of the framework, particularly resulting of the 
integration of e3Value and DEMO ontologies

n Demonstrate the usefulness of the proposed approach by using it in modeling and 
evaluating the value context of a system in a case study



Research Approach
Methodology

Design Science Research
n Instantiation using field experience in IS Demand Management at a 

Telecom operator - Interfacing Business and IT

nGeneral 
Systems Theory

nDEMO
ne3Value
nService Science
nGORE 
nBMC

nIntegration ontology
n Way of thinking

nMethodology
n Way of working



Preliminary Results
Main ideas

n Identifying the purpose of each system and subsystem by specifying it’s 
contribution to its environment in terms of value

n Looking beyond formal organizations into Value Nets
¨ A provider may serve multiple customers (N-1) with different problems and expectations
¨ It can be assisted by multiple suppliers (N+1) in doing so

n Positioning systems on value chains by relating e3Value buyer/seller to DEMO’s 
Using System and Object System

n Capturing change rationale - analysis and decision on alternative value scenarios , 
e.g., Business Cases and Demand Shaping

n Loose-coupling in business modeling
¨ Every multi-step processes implies a frozen solution choice - aim towards outsource 

readiness

n Conceptually addressing Innovation with Reverse Discovery



Preliminary Results - Ontology
Ontology Matching Approach

The main deliverable of this activity is two source ontologies and an integration

[1] Pinto, H.S., A. Gómez-Pérez, and J.P. Martins, Some Issues on Ontology Integration, in IJCAI-99 
Workshop on Ontologies and Problem-Solving Methods (KRR5). 1999: Stockholm, Sweden.

n Rationale
¨ Keep the current ontologies 

unchanged and cover additional 
needs by extension

¨ Compatibility and soundness
n According to [1], there are three 

meanings of ontology “integration”
¨ Integration as building a new 

ontology reusing other ontologies
¨ Merge, when building an ontology 

by merging several ontologies into a 
single unifying one

¨ Use, when building an application 
using one or more ontologies



Preliminary Results - Ontology
e3Value Ontology Summary

n Market Segment – Groups value interfaces of actors which equally value objects
n Actor - An actor is perceived by his/her environment as an economically independent entity. It 

can be an Elementary Actor or a Composite Actor
n Value Object - Actors exchange value objects. A value object is a service (SD-Logic) which is of 

economic value for at least one of the actors involved in a value model
n Value Port - It belongs to an actor, and allows it to request value objects to the others actors. It is 

characterized by its direction (“in” or “out”); in the implementation
n Value Exchange - A value exchange is used to connect two value ports. It represents one or 

more potential trades of value object instances between value ports.
n Value Offering - A value offering models what an actor offers to, or requests from, his 

environment. An offering is a set of equally directed value ports exchanging value objects
n Value Interface - It belongs to an actor, and usually groups one “ingoing” value port, and one 

“outgoing” value port
n Value Transaction – A group of Value Exchanges that should occur simultaneously. It is 

interesting in modeling alternative scenarios, since different Value Transactions can happen as 
variations of a single Value Interface from one Actor’s perspective and towards different Actors.



Preliminary Results - Ontology
e3Value Ontology



Preliminary Results - Ontology
DEMO Ontology Summary

n Act - An atomic activity performed by an actor, resulting in the creation of a factum. Two kinds of 
acts are distinguished: coordination acts and production acts

n Actor - is a subject in fulfilling an Actor Role

n Actor Role - Unit of authority, responsibility and competence

n Competence - The ability of a subject to perform a particular type of production act and the 
corresponding coordination acts, i.e., the ability to be the executor of a transaction type

n Fact – An elementary state of affairs in a world

n Production Act - The act in a transaction by which the executor creates the production factum;

n Production Fact - An elementary state of affairs in the production world

n Transaction – A sequence of acts that is a path through the complete transaction pattern, 
minimally comprising the basic pattern;

n World - The concept of World is crucial to distinguish separate sets of System. System would not 
be enough to provide this distinction since there can be many interacting systems is a particular 
World. It represents the modeling UoD.



Preliminary Results - Ontology
Aligning Actors + Value Transaction

n Actors are active elements of social systems and value networks, i.e., belong to a system part

n In DEMO, an actor is a subject fulfilling an actor role in a transaction type. The initiator and 
executor actor roles are related by their common interest in bringing about a production result

n In e3Value, both actors (provider and requester) are bound by the willingness to share value 
objects with the concept of reciprocity

n Artificial economical independence - actor role matches economic actor

n Actors connect by associating Value Ports of different directions

n A DEMO Transaction matches a Value Exchange, relating two value ports

n A Value Transaction involves at least two, according to the principle of economic reciprocity

n In the Library, Readers (US) choose to use the Library (OS) to get a Book in exchange for 
Money LIBRARY

CA01

Customer

CA00

Library 
KernelLoan Book

T01

Payment

T02



Preliminary Results - Ontology
Transaction Result + Value Object

n The principle of economic reciprocity makes it necessary for 
DEMO’s transactions to have a counterpart.

n The production fact is related to value object transmission. 
n In the Library example, the requested production facts are:

¨ R01 - book loan (possession of a physical book copy) has started

¨ R02 – book loan was paid (money)

n May be non-trivial
¨ i.e., ‘membership has started to exist’ prompts for purpose clarification

LIBRARY

CA01

Customer

CA00
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KernelLoan Book

T01

Payment

T02



Preliminary Results - Ontology
Demand / Offer definition

n A Value Interface represents willingness to provide service to its environment

n An outbound Value Port specifies the offer of a particular Value Object

n To enter into transactions, actors must be competent to perform the associated acts:
¨ hasInValuePort x  => x is competent to perform request and accept (c-act)

¨ hasOutValuePort x  => x is competent to perform promise and state (c-act)

¨ hasOutValuePort x  => x is competent to perform execute (p-act)

n A p-fact is produced by performing a Value Activity

n A value activity must be assigned to some actor; an actor has at least one value activity

n In e3Value, a given value activity is performed by precisely one elementary actor

n In the same way, a given transaction is executed by precisely one actor role in DEMO
LIBRARY
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Customer

CA00

Library 
KernelLoan Book

T01

Payment

T02



Preliminary Results - Ontology
Recursive GSDP application

n Recursivity
¨ Apply the GSDP for each value 

transaction
¨ Increase value object abstraction 

in individual problem/solution pairs
¨ Library example: covering the risk 

of non-return

S0 S1

US OS
GSDPA

US OS
GSDPB

S2

«Reader» «Library»

S3

US OS
GSDPC

«Membership
Manager»

«Publisher»

n Multiple GSDP iterations
¨ Introduce each iteration as problem/solution

¨ e.g. if books are to be loaned and there is a risk of value loss, what 
measures are there to contain this risk?

¨ The functional and constructional principles applied may be logged
¨ And used as inputs for the next design and engineering processes



Research Activities

n Model Definition
¨ Iterative development of the theoretical framework, model and concept 

definition
¨ Incorporation of empirical evidence regarding preliminary case studies on 

system development:
n Problem statements
n Business case building and approval
n Effective value delivery evaluation (PIR)

n Model Evaluation
¨ Building a prototype that implements the relevant parts of the ontology for real 

case evaluation
¨ Realization of case studies to test the proposed approach in a professional 

environment using the prototype and other methodologies, such as interviews
¨ Evaluating the results by post-mortem analysis, comparing the way it occurred 

and how it would have occurred if the framework was used (with the same 
information) and trying to demonstrate if the extra modeling effort is worthy in 
improving project success and its perception by stakeholders



Practical Case
Applied Method

1. Project Request
2. Model essential value chain behind proposal
3. Model B-org and estimate solution scenarios
4. Approve Value proposal (BC)
5. Detailed Design using 3 and 4
6. Plan and Deliver
7. Validate 4

1. 2. 3. 4.

5.

6.



Practical Case
Preliminary Results

n A practical case in IT Demand Management scenario is currently 
ongoing
¨ Value is the most relevant negotiation common ground [1]

n Input - Improved Problem elicitation
¨ Stakeholders, scoping and value proposal

n Decision - Business Case clarity
¨ GO/NOGO and prioritization

n Content - Better input to Functional Analysis and following activities
¨ Tracing BC benefits to implementation support

n Validation - Value Proposal at Post-Implementation Review

[1] Cameron, B., S. Leaver, and B. Worthington, Value-Based Communication Boosts Business' Perception Of IT. 2009, Forrester Research



Conclusions & Next Steps

n Integrating the Teleological and Ontological perspectives
¨ Addressing purpose recursively – use e3Value from a teleological perspective
¨ Formal way of analyzing and improving alignment between systems
¨ Allows using a consistent approach regardless of the system positioning in the chain

n Improving Service System scoping
¨ Differentiating Construction, Function, Service, Value and Purpose

n Conceptual alignment and implementation of the two ontologies
¨ VM: value coherence, economic reciprocity, value object enforcement on p-facts
¨ EE: transactional context, construction support, e.g., competence and responsibility

n Enterprise Engineering and Value Modeling
¨ Are theoretically compatible and complementary approaches
¨ Contribute to increasing business and IT alignment

n Next steps
¨ Complete formal ontology with the contribution perspective
¨ Perform formal case study iterations



Questions?

Thank You!
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